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What is claimed is:

1. A bottle cap for capping a bottle havjjj^a mouth having

a rim, the cap comprising:

a top portion having an inner surface
1

an annular wall extending from the top portion:

a plurality of concentric circular ridges formed on the top

portion inner surface for registering with the rim; and

at least a slot formed across each of said plurality of

ridges^ _____ _ _

attle cap as recited in claim 1 comprising, wherein

at least on\slot is formed across all the ridges. _.

.A bottle cap as recited in claim 1 wherein a slot in each

ridge is aligned with a slot in a consecutive ridge for defining

a single slot across said consecutive ridges.

4. A bottle cap as recited in claim 1 wherein the slot

formed across one ridge is circumferentially spaced apart

from a slot formed across an adjacent ridge.

5. A bottle cap as recited in claim 1 further comprising a

liner fitted over the top portion inner surface, the liner

having an opening formed through the liner thickness.

6. A bottle cap as recited in claim 1 wherein the top

portion is hingedly coupled to the annular wall.

7. A bottle cap as recited in claim 1 further comprising a

moveable spout extending from the tnp pmtjpp,

A btitue cap comprising:

top portion having an inner surface;

an annular wail extending from the top portion; and

a groove formeoSon the inner surface of the top portion

said groove extending chordwise from a first point

adjacent the annular^ wall to a second point adjacent the

fgnnnlar wall.

9„;;A bottle cap as recited in claim 8 comprising a plurality

of grooves formed on the inner surface of the top portion.

102A botde cap comprising:

altigrp portion having an inner surface;

an^annular wall extending from the top portion;

a 'first set of parallel spaced apart grooves formed on the

Hftner surface of the top portion; and

a second set of parallel spaced apart grooves formed on

;;
the inner surface of die top portion, wherein grooves of

ll
.the first set intersect grooves of the second set

ljfTA bottle cap comprising:

ai'Jop portion haying an inner surface;

ah 'annular wall extending from the top portion;

a plurality of grooves formed on the inner surface of the

i[|ep portion; and

alliner fitted over the top portion inner surface, the liner

having an opening formed through its thickness.

12. A bottle cap as recited in claim 8 wherein the top

portion is hingedly coupled to the annular wall.

13. A bottle cap as recited in claim 8 further comprising

a moveable spout extending from the top portion.

14. A vented botde cap system comprising:

a bottle having a neck having a rim defining a mouth and

threads formed on the neck outer surface;

a cap having a top portion having an inner surface and an

annular wall extending from the top portion, the annu-

lar wall having threads formed on its inner surface for

threading onto the threads formed on the botde neck,

wherein when the cap is threaded onto the botde neck

a gas path is formed between the outer surface of the

botde neck and the inner surface of the annular wall;

a plurality of concentric circular ridges formed on the

inner surface of the top portion; and

a slot formed across each of said plurality of ridges,

wherein when the cap is threaded onto the bottle neck,

the ridges sit on the bottle neck rim and the slots define

a pathway for gas generated in the botde to escape

across the bottie neck rim and through the pathway.

15.
' A vented bottle cap system as recited in claim 14

' wherein a slot in eaatridge is radially aligned with a slot in

an adjacent ridg^^B
16. A vented *^_W cap system as recited in claim 14

wherein a slot in each ridge is circumferentially spaced apart

from a slot in an adjacent ridge.

17. A vented bottle cap system as recited in claim 14
further comprising a liner fitted in the cap and having a hole

through its thickness, wherein when the cap is threaded onto

the botde neck, the liner sits on the bottle neck rim and

wherein gases generated in the bottle escape through the

hole, through the slot and through the pathway.

-l 18. A vented botde cap system comprising:

^ I a botde having a neck having a rim defining a mouth and

threads formed on the neck outer surface;

a cap havftjg a top portion having an inner surface and an

annular wall extending from the top portion, the annu-

lar wall having threads formed on its inner surface for

threading onto^die threads formed on the bottle neck,

wherein when tnfe cap is threaded onto the bottle neck

a gas path is formed between outer surface of the bottle

neck and the inner surface of the annular wall; and

a groove formed on theSinner surface of the top portion

wherein when the cap threaded onto the botde neck,

the groove extends outwardly beyond two locations of

the rim of the botde neck providing a pathway for gas

generated in the botde to escape across the botde neck

. mouth and through the gas pa. _
19. A vented bottle cap system as recited in claim 18

comprising a plurality of grooves formed on the inner

surface of the top portion, wherein each groove extends

radially beyond the rim of the botde neck when the cap is

threaded onto the botde neck.

20. A vented bottle cap system as recited in claim 19

comprising a first set of parallel grooves and a second set of

parallel grooves formed on the inner surface of the top

portion, wherein grooves of the first set intersect grooves of

- the second set.

21. A vented bottle cap system as recited in claim 18

further comprising a liner fitted in the cap and having a hole

through its thickness, wherein when[ the cap is threaded onto

the botde neck, the liner sits on the botde neck rim and

wherein gases generated in the botde escape through the

hole, through the groove and through the gas path.

^
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[L-j 22. A'method for venting gases generated in a bottle

ut /having a rinVdefining a mouth and containing a liquid, the

\0 f method comprism^the steps of:

*
providing a cap Having a top portion, a plurality of

circular ridges formed on an inner surface of the top

portion and a slot fanned across each of said plurality

of ridges; and

torquing the cap on the bottle causing the plurality of

ridges to sit on the rim, wherein the plurality of slots

provide a pathway for the ventW oLgases.

23. A method as recited in claim 22 further comprising the

steps of:

forcing liquid in the slot; and

solidifying the liquid to block the pathway through at least

/ one of said slots.

j\ 24sA method for venting gases generated in a bottle

IP havingavrim defining a mouth and containing a liquid the

method comprising the steps:

providing a ciipjiaving a top portion and a groove formed

on an inner surface of the top portion; and

torquing the cap on thebottle causing the inner surface of

the top portion to sihon the rim. wherein the groove

extends outwardly beyomMwo locations of the rim and

provides a pathway for theVenting of gases.

25. A method as recited in claim Z\further comprising the

steps of:

forcing liquid in the groove; and

solidifying the liquid to block the pathway through the

groove.
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26. /Rented bottle cap system comprising:

a bottle'tiaving a neck having a rim defining a mouth and

threadk formed on the neck outer surface;

a cap havihg a top portion having an inner surface and an

annular wall extending from the top portion, the annu-

lar wall having threads formed on its inner surface for

threading\nto the threads formed on the bottle neck,

wherein when the cap is threaded onto the bottle neck

a gas path is formed between outer surface of the bottle

neck and the\nner surface of the annular wall;

a disc made of a\material being at least semi hard fitted

over the top por\ion inner surface, the disc having a first

surface opposite, a second surface, wherein the first

surface faces thettop portion inner surface;

a circular ridge formed on the second surface of the disc

and

a slot formed acrossW ridge, wherein when the cap is

threaded onto the bottle neck, the ridge sits on the bottle

neck rim and the slot forms a pathway for gas generated

in the bottle to escaVe across the bottle neck rim and

through the gas pa ,

27. A vented bottle cap system as recited in claim 26

comprising:

a plurality of concentric ridges formed in the second

surface of the disc, wherein when the cap is threaded

jP*fcnto the bottle neck, the plurality of ridges contact the

,
Jbottle neck rim; and

afjeast a slot in each ridge.

2*. A vented bottle cap system as recited in claim 27

whe^in at least a slot in each ridge is radially aligned with

a sl$ in an adjacent ridge.

29*. A vented bottle cap system as recited in claim 26

furler comprising a liner fitted in the cap over the disc and

hafMg a hole through its thickness, wherein when the cap is

threaded onto the bottle neck, the liner is sandwiched

between the ridge and the rim and wherein gases generated

inithe bottle escape through the hole, through the slot and

through the gas path.

•fS. A vented .-bottle cap system as recited in claim 26

wherein the disc is made from plastic.

A vented bottle cap system comprising:

le having a neck having a rim defining a mouth and

ig threads formed on the bottle neck outer surface;

a top portion having an inner surface and an

annulaVwall extending from the top portion, the annu-

lar walKhaving threads formed on its inner surface for

threading\onto the threads formed on the bottle neck

outer surface, wherein when the cap is threaded onto

the bottle nbck a gas path is formed between outer

surface of theNjottle neck and the inner surface of the

annular wall;

a disc made of a material being at least semi hard fitted

over the top portion\nner surface, the disc having a first

surface opposite a second surface, wherein the first

surface faces the top jWtion inner surface; and

a first set of parallel grooves and a second set of parallel

grooves formed on the second surface of the disc,

wherein grooves of the first s\t intersect grooves of the

second set,

wherein when the cap is threaded onto the bottle neck, the

grooves extend radially beyond the rim of the bottle

neck providing pathways for gas generated in the bottle

to escape across the bottle neck

2. A vented, bottle cap system comprising:

a Battle having a neck having a rim denning a mouth and

eads formed on the neck outer surface;

a cap hWing a top portion having an inner surface and an

annufou- wall extending from the top portion, the annu-

lar wall having threads formed on its inner surface for

threading onto the threads formed on the bottle neck

outer surface, wherein when the cap is threaded onto

the bottle nack a gas path is formed between the outer

surface of th\bottle neck and the inner surface of the

annular wall;

a disc made from aVaterial being at least semi hard fitted

over the top porupn inner surface, the disc having a

circumferential ed\e and a first surface opposite a

second surface, wherein the first surface faces the top

portion inner surface\

a gap between the annuV wall and the circumferential

edge;

an opening formed throughW thickness of the disc, the

opening located within thAbottle mouth when the cap

is threaded onto the bottle heck;

a circular ridge formed on the first surface of the disc; and

a slot formed across the ridge, Vherein when the cap is

threaded onto the bottle neck, fee ridge is located over

the bottle neck rim and the opfttung and slot form a

pathway for gas generated in die Bottle to escape across

the bottle neck and through the ga$ path.

33. A bottle cap liner disc for use with a cap for capping

a bottle having a rim defining a bottle mouth and having an

inner and an outer diameter, the disc allowing for the venting

of gases generated in a bottle when the cap is threaded on the

bottle, the disc comprising:

a first surface opposite a second surface and a thickness

therebetween;

an opening formed through the thickness;

a circular ridge formed on the first surface of the disc; and

a slot formed across the ridge.

34. A bottle cap liner disc for use with a cap for capping

a bottle having a rim defining a botde mouth and having an

inner and an outer diameter, the disc allowing for the venting

of gases generated in a bottle when the cap is threaded on the

bottle, the disc comprising:

a first surface opposite a second surface; and

a plurality of concentric circular ridges formed on the first

surface of the disc; and

a slot formed across each of said plurality of ridges.

^7 3$vAn insert having an annular section for use with a cap

ft /for capping a bottle having a rim defining a botde mouth and

/having anSnner and an outer diameter, the insert allowing for

1

the venting ohgases generated in a bottle when the cap is

threaded on theBotde. the disc defining a central opening

and comprising: v
.

a first surface opposite a second surface;

a circular ridge formed\n the first surface of the annular

section; and

a slot formed across the



36. An insert as recited in claim 35 comprising a plurality

of concentric circular ridges and a slot formed across each
of said plurality of ridges.

4
A vented bottle cap system comprising:

le having a neck having a rim defining a mouth and
ds formed on the neck outer surface;

a cap having a top portion having an inner surface and an
annular wall extending from the top portion, the annu-
lar wall having threads formed on its inner surface for

threading onto the threads formed on the bottle neck,
whereinVhen the cap is threaded onto the bottle neck
a gas path is formed between outer surface of the bottle

neck and tnfe inner surface of the annular wall;

venting member having an annular section having a
central opening and made of a material being at least

semi hard, the Wnuiar section having a first surface

opposite a secontj surface and sandwiched between the

id the rim wherein the first surface

rtion inner surface;

on the first surface of the annular

cap inner surface

faces the cap top

a circular ridge foi

section; and

a slot formed across thewdge, wherein when the cap is

threaded onto the bottleneck, the slot forms a pathway
;M for gas generated in the\ bottle to escape through the

It? opening and across the bottle neck rim and through the

_gas path.

j& 38. A vented bottle cap system as recited in claim 37
/Comprising:

^ a plurality of concentric ridges formed in the first surface
:# of the annular section; and

CQ at least a slot in each ridge.

iid 39. A vented bottle cap system as recited in claim 38
.
wherein at least a slot in each ridge is radially aligned with

."'a slot in an adjacent ridge.

E""ft~vented_bottle cap system as recited in claim 37
herein the insert is maa^rfrem-olastic.


